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Minn qiegh qalbi nixtieq nirringrazzja lil Dr Marie Alexander, id-direttur ta’ l-Istitut tal-Lingwistika ta’ l-Università ta’ Malta, lis-Sur Alfred Bezzina, id-direttur tal-Kummissjoni Nazzjonali Persuni b’Diżabilità, u lisi-Sinjurina Maria Azzopardi, Lingwista u Interpretu tal-Lingwa tas-Sinjali Maltija, għall-hidma taghhom.

It is with great satisfaction that I am introducing this publication, the first part of the Maltese Sign Language Dictionary. I am very happy because for many years I dreamt about a dictionary that the Maltese Deaf Community could call its own. My dream has come true!

In my opinion, this dictionary will be a help in the education of deaf children. I think it will also help the development of Maltese Sign Language, especially in establishing a standard form of the language. This is possible because this is the first work that makes use of signwriting. Signwriting is a tool that allows one to write sign languages, in our case, Maltese Sign Language.

I would like to express my sincere thanks to Dr. Marie Alexander, Director of the Institute of Linguistics at the University of Malta, Mr. Alfred Bezzina, Director of the National Commission for Disabled Persons, and Ms. Maria Azzopardi, linguist and Maltese Sign Language Interpreter, for all their work.
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**Hanzir**

![Image of a pig](image)


PIG

This sign is made with one hand in the shape of curved 5 covering the nose and mouth, palm inwards. The hand makes a small circular movement without changing its shape.
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**Hmar**
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**Hmar**


**DONKEY**

This sign is made with both hands in the shape of 5 with palms facing outwards and thumbs touching the side of the forehead.
This sign is made up of two or three parts: (i) The first part is made with one hand in the shape of 1, palm facing the body. The index finger moves forward in a winding pattern. (ii) In the second part the hand moves upwards in the form of (closed) 5. The other hand lies at waist level holding up the other elbow. The upright hand makes a circling movement (similar to that required to wash a window). The hand that lies at waist level is not used. (iii) In the third part both hands
**PANTERA**


**PANTHER**

This sign is made up of two parts: (i) The first part is made with the hands at shoulder level but extending forward in the shape of a curved 5 with palms almost facing the ground. The hands make a curved movement slightly upwards and out, like the panther about to attack. (ii) In the second part the sign for BLACK is made, that is, one hand takes the shape of A with palm sideways. The thumb is placed at the side of the neck and moves diagonally down and
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Pappagall

PAPPAGALL


PARROT

This sign is made with the palm of one hand facing outwards. The hand, in the shape of X or curved U, touches the nose and bends down from the wrist twice. This reminds one of the parrot's beak.

Is-sinjal g]al PAPPAGALL huwa l-istess b]at-tieni parti tas-sinjal g]al KOKKA. Hawn min ju]a l-id bil-forma ta' X g]al AMORIN u l-forma ta' U mg]aw[a g]al PAPPAGALL

The sign for PARROT is the same as the second part of the sign for OWL. Some signers use the shape of X for budgerigar and the shape of curved U for parrot.
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